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After Wendy is kidnapped, the only way she can survive World War II Germany is with the help of a special
dog and the family she never knew she had in this historically accurate, standalone companion to Shadows
on the Sea that Kirkus Reviews calls “a stimulating blend of suspense and history.”

1942. Berlin, Germany. How did Wendy end up in such a place? Just a few months ago, she was enjoying
her time in Maine, supporting the American war effort.

But she was kidnapped, then betrayed by her own mother, who is actually a Nazi spy. As a new
Berliner—and now a German—Wendy is expected to speak in a language she’s never known and support a
cause she doesn’t believe in.

There are allies, though, among the Germans. Allies who have been watching over Wendy since she arrived.
And Wendy, along with her new German shepherd puppy, must confront them. If only she can find them.

Her life depends on it.
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From reader reviews:

Raymond Levine:

What do you think of book? It is just for students since they are still students or it for all people in the world,
what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
several personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't
want do that. You must know how great and important the book The Watcher. All type of book are you able
to see on many resources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Mack Washburn:

The book untitled The Watcher is the reserve that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality of
the book content that will be shown to an individual. The language that publisher use to explained their ideas
are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of investigation when write the book, to ensure the
information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of The
Watcher from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Katie Harper:

Reading a book being new life style in this yr; every people loves to examine a book. When you read a book
you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, simply because
book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book that you
have read. If you wish to get information about your review, you can read education books, but if you act
like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, such us novel, comics, along with soon. The The
Watcher provide you with new experience in examining a book.

Jessica Palmer:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-book
means, more simple and reachable. That The Watcher can give you a lot of close friends because by you
looking at this one book you have thing that they don't and make you more like an interesting person. This
particular book can be one of a step for you to get success. This reserve offer you information that possibly
your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than various other make you to be great individuals. So , why
hesitate? Let's have The Watcher.
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